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single and multi-volume histories of the civil war - single and multi-volume histories of the civil war
catton, bruce catton, bruce, et al., eds. the centennial history of the civil war: the coming fury, terrible swift
sword, never call retreat. garden city, new york: doubleday, 1961. the american heritage picture history of the
civil war. rockville, md: american heritage publishing company, 1960. portraits of conflict: a photographic
history of louisiana ... - portraits of conflict: a photographic history of louisiana in the civil war (review) mark
t. carleton civil war history, volume 38, number 2, june 1992, pp. 180-181 (review) the photographic history
of the civil war (review) - the photographic history of the civil war (review) james a. kent civil war history,
volume 5, number 3, september 1959, pp. 327-330 (review) published by the kent state university press
volume 22 • no. 2 • summer 2013 making history - “the civil war in pennsylvania: a photographic
history” this 312-page book features a collection of 475 rare and unpublished images that highlight
pennsylvania’s role on the battlefield and on the home front. many of the photos and artifacts featured in the
book are included in the pennsylvania’s civil war exhibition at the history center. understanding war
through imagery: the civil war in ... - understanding war through imagery: the civil war in american
memory civil war photographic conference june 25 & 26, 2011 morse’s photograph gallery, chattanooga,
tennessee. usamhi, mollus-mass volume 75, page 3710. ... photographic history collection with the goal of
gaining a greater the poetry of the civil war - university of iowa - the poetry of the civil war julien h. gist
... photographic history of the civil war, vol. ix, "poetry and eloquence;." ... the second volume, which was
published in 1864, contains 268 poems, all of them the work of northern composers during the first two years
of the war. in the preface the editor states that photographs from the 19th century: a process ... - is a
fair estimate: this volume includes about one hundred names, but many are synonyms. there has been much
confusion over names, definitions, and inventors. the work by vogt-o'connor and pearce-moses [109, 110] on
the development of a thesaurus of photographic terms is a valuable clarification. it has been incorporated in
author(s): alisha chipman topics in photographic ... - topics in photographic preservation, volume
fourteen (2011) 168 inexcusable but appropriate: the technical analysis of hand-painted tintypes from the
smithsonian national museum of american history and the winterthur/university of delaware program in art
conservation collections alisha chipman contributing authors: drseph n. weber and drnnifer l. mass civil war
medicine - national archives - civil war medicine june 3, 2015 national archives and records administration
u.s. surgeon-general's office. the medical and surgical history of the war of the rebellion, 1861-1865.
washington, d.c.: government printing office, 1870–1888. this published source contains information about civil
war medical and surgical the image of truth: photographic evidence and the power of ... - history of the
legal use of photography is intimately intertwined with the history of photographic technologies.12 moreover,
this article argues that the judicial response to photographic evidence helped to bring about broader changes
in both courtroom practice and the conceptualization of evidence. super- fort fisher 1865 - slapdash
publishing - fall to union forces in january 1865. as an enthusiast of civil war photography, i was familiar with
o’sullivan views of fort fisher published in alexander gardner’s photographic sketchbook of the war
(washington, d.c., 1866), francis t. miller’s ten volume photographic history of the civil war (new york, 1911),
and on display at the fort a house divided: photography in the civil war - national history standard era 5:
civil war and reconstruction (1850–1877) 5.2 the course and character of the civil war and its effects on the
american ... were compiled in a seven-volume publication entitled photographic catalogue of the surgical
section of the army medical museum. retouching history - jerome s. handler - civil war times illustrated
was re-published in 1982 in the well-respected and accessible the embattled confederacy , the third volume in
a monumental photographic history of the civil war. [8] retouching history sometime after its publication in
either the civil war times illustrated or the embattled m a r y l a n d historical magazine - our next major
project (working title: a photographic history of maryland in the civil war) is planned for spring 2012. ross
kelbaugh, veteran collector and interpreter, has assembled the largest private collection of maryland civil war
photographs and related material in the state, many of which will be published here for the first time.
author(s): alisha chipman topics in photographic ... - topics in photographic preservation, volume fifteen
(2013) 446 accretions, and possibly mold. because of the severe damage to these negatives and the nature of
their long-term storage under a kitchen sink, it is difficult to positively identify the exact nature and extent of
the various debris materials covering them.
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